FIRE & WATER MASSAGE & SPA CENTRUM
Aquapark Poprad

Športová 1397/1

058 01 Poprad

Tel.: +421 52 78 51 111

RELAXING AROMATHERAPY
MASSAGE + WRAP

CLASSIC MASSAGE
Classic massage belongs to the oldest ways
of performing a massage. Pressing on the soft
parts of the body brings deep relaxation, relieves fatigue, strain, muscle spasms, restores
mobility of stiff and painful muscles.
Back
20 min 19 €
Back + legs
30 min 29 €
Body
60 min 45 €

  www.aquacity.sk

REFLEX FOOT MASSAGE
„FOOT THERAPY”

Relaxing Aromatic Massage is calming massage using relaxing oils. Accompanied by
pleasant music it releases your body and mind
and you will feel like a newborn.

It is a form of special reflex therapy, where the
treatment intervention acts through nerve
connections and endings in the area of selected reflex arcs. Pressure on a given area or
point is stimulating specific organs.

Back+ neck
Body

Feet
Feet

30 min
60 min

35 €
55 €

INDIAN MASSAGE
„ANTISTRESS“

SPORTS MASSAGE

  info@aquacity.sk

20 min
30 min

19 €
29 €

HOT LAVA STONES
„LAVA STONES“

Sports massage is a type of classical massage,
which was specially designed for athletes or
for those who do demanding physical performances. This type of massage is performed at
a higher pace with greater intensity.

Indian anti-stress head massage relieves tension and stress, which is a part of our lives. It
has beneficial effects against fatigue, insomnia,
and also supports the growth and quality of
hair.

When having hot stone massage it passes heat
from volcanic stones to relieve muscles and perfectly warms your body and balances the energy.
It relaxes the body and mind, harmonises and
appropriately stimulates blood circulation and
lymphatic system.

Legs
Body

Head massage

Back
Body

20 min
40 min

21 €
31 €

HAWAIIAN MASSAGE
„LOMI LOMI“

20 min

19 €

MASSAGE
„CHOCOLATE CARESS“

30 min
60 min

35 €
55 €

PEELING MASSAGE
„REBIRTH“

Hawaiian massage leads to the harmonization
of body and soul. It stimulates blood circulation and the lymphatic system, detoxifies and
eliminates pain, fatigue and stress.

Luxury massage with beautifying and detoxifying effect that caresses your senses. The
massage consists of several steps. Using oil
releases muscle and improves blood circulation, using lymphatic drainage strokes leads to
leaching of harmful substances.

Peeling massage cleans and regenerates the
skin, relieves stress and tension, harmonises
the mental and hormonal system and counteracts depression. It brings a feeling of purity
and serenity, reduces the symptoms of certain
types of dermatitis.

Body
Body

Back
Body

Body
Body + wrap

30 min
60 min

31 €
49 €

ANTI-CELLULITE
„PRETTY WOMAN“

30min
60min

35 €
55 €

COMBINATION MASSAGE

This massage focuses on the lower limbs –
thighs, buttocks with the elements of fine and
soft techniques using the principles and rules of
drainage of the lymphatic system.
Legs
Legs + wrap

30 min
60 min

35 €
55 €

30 min
60 min

35 €
58 €

HONEY DETOXICATION
MASSAGE „SWEET RELAX“

Diagnostic massage of the entire body according to your choice and recommendation of the
masseur. Diagnosis of the back and choice of
the right type of massage (peeling, lava stone,
wrap or classic massage + lava stones)

Honey bee massage cleanses the pores and increases blood circulation of the skin. The healing power of honey acts directly on the reflex
zones of the back and therefore stimulates the
activities of all organs of the body.

Body

Back
Back + wrap

60 min

58 €

30 min
60 min

19 €
39 €

